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In a recent paper [1], Herstein proved the following striking result: if R 
is a simple ring with involution, of characteristic not 2, whose symmetric elements 
satisfy a polynomial identity of degree n over the centvoid of R, then R is of 
dimension at most 4n2 over its center. In view of known results, the conclusion 
of Herstein’s theorem may be equivalently formulated: R satisfies a 
polynomial identity of degree at most 4n over its center. Our goal in this 
paper is to generalize Herstein’s result as follows: if R z’s an algebra zcith 
involution containing no nonzero nilpotent ideals, whose symmetric elements 
satisfy a polynomial ide-ntity of degree n, then R satis$es a standard identity of 
degree at most 4n. Our proof makes considerable use of the techniques used 
by Herstein in his paper. Our general method of attack is to perform a series 
of successive generalizations for the following classes of rings: primitive, 
‘-primitive, semisimple, no nil ideals, prime, *-prime, and finally semiprime. 
I. PKELIMINARIES 
AAn involution * of a ring R is a oneonc additive mapping of R onto itself 
such that (my)* = y*x* and x** = x for all X, y E R. If we say that R is an 
algebra with involution V over a field F, we shall include the additional 
requirement that (XX)* = hx* for all X EF and x E R. S will denote the 
set of symmetric elements s* s and K will denote the set of skew elements 
k* =:- --k. Throughout the paper we will make the characteristic assumption 
that 2s = 0 implies x y- 0. 
Suppose R is a ring which admits a commutative integral domain of 
operators D. For instance, R might be an algebra over a field F or a prime 
ring with centroid C. A D-subspace U of R is said to satisfy a polynomial 
identity of degree n over D in case there exists an element f(tl , t, ,..., t,) of 
degree n of the free ring over D freely generated by the ti such that 
f(% I a:! >.*.> u,,) := 0 for all ui E U. The element f(tl , t, ,..., t,) is multilinear 
of degree 12 if and only if it is of the form C0 n(u) tglto2 ,..., ton , IX(U) E D, some 
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U(U) f 0, where u ranges over the permutations of (1, 2,..., n). The proof of 
[2], p. 225, Proposition 1, shows that if I’ satisfies a polynomial identity of 
degree II, then U satisfies a multilinear identity of degree <n. The standard 
identity of degree 12 is of the form x0 It tC,ltC2 ,..., tCIn , where the sign is ; or 
according to vvhether D is even or odd. 
In the remainder of this section we compile a list of theorems which will 
be useful in the sequel. 
'1'HEORERI A (Herstein). If R : zc a simple ring with involution such that S 
satisjies a polynomial identity of degree n over the centroid of R, then R is of 
dimension at most 4n” OVPY its center. ([I], Theorem 3) 
THEOREM B. Let R be a ring, J a 3zonzero right ideal of R, and n a jixed 
positive integer such that al1 = 0 for all a E J. Then R contains a nonzero 
nilpotent ideal. ([3], 1-7. 1, Lemma i . I ) 
THEOREM C (Kaplansky). Let R be a primitive ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity of degree n over its centroid. Then R is of dimension at most n2/4 over 
its center. ([2], p. 226, Theorem 1) 
THEOREM I). Let R be a prime ring with involution such that S satisjies 
a polynomial identity of degree tl over the centroid of R. Then there exist at most 
II orthogonal nonnilpotent symmetric elements. ([4], p. 1433, Theorem 2) 
TIIEOREM E (Amitsur-Levitzki). The minimum polynomial identity satis- 
jied by the ring F,, of 11 x II matrices over a jield F is the standard identity of 
degree 2n. ([.5], p, 455, Theorem 1) 
'THEOREM F. If R is a rkg with no ?zonzero nil ideals, then R[t] is semisimple. 
([6], p. 33, Theorem I .18) 
THEOREM G (Posner). Let R be a prime ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity over its centroid. Then R is a left and right order in a simple ring Q 
which is $nite-dimensional over its center and which satisjies the same identity 
as does Ii. ([3], p. 102, Theorem 5.9) 
2. PRIMITIVE KINGS 
We begin this section with the analog for primitive rings of Herstein’s 
key lemma ([I], Lemma 1). Let R be a primitive ring, 1; a faithful 
irreducible right R-module, and a an clement of R such that a2 # 0. Set 
I,iXSi.4 I . BNB = 0 and JI is a jnithfu/, irreducible r@ht B-module. 
Z’roof. Let v E V, axa, aza E B, a& 4’a E :V. Then 
o(asa)(aya)(axa) :-~ [(vaxa)(aJ*a)J a(x) 6 H>\-aR C TuR -x 0, 
and so B.VB = 0. From a* :+~ 0, it follov~s that i12 ::: 0 and B ;T- 0. dl 
becomes a right B-module by defining: (W -: T)(avn - TV) = va2xa -: 7’. 
It is straightforward to verify that this multiplication is well-defined and 
that M is faithful. To see that M is irreducible, consider elements ra : T + 0 
and ya ;- T of M. Since va I$ T, r.u” - 0. By- the primitivity of R there is an 
element .Y E R such that v2.v = 1’. Hence ZY?.W -.= JW and (en :- 7’) 
(a171 .Y) : ya mL~ 7’. 
‘I’HEOREJI 1. Let R be a primitive ring with involution *, and suppose that 
S satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n over the centroid C of R. Then R 
is a simple ring of dimension at most 4n” over its cents Z, Furthermore, R 
satisfies a standard identity of degree at most 4n. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on 71. For II :- 1, R = A’ and in 
particular 2 = 0 for all x E R, a contradiction to the primitivity of R. \Ve 
now assume the theorem true for k C, n and show it true for k -: n. 
I,et I? be a maximal set (necessarily finite in view of Theorem D) of 
orthogonal symmetric idempotents e, , e, ,..., e, , e, f 0, 1. The rings e;Re, 
are themselves primitive rings with involution, containing no nontrivial 
symmetric idempotents, whose symmetric elements e,Sei satisfy a polynomial 
identity of degree n. (It is understood that if k’ is vacuous we simply consider 
the ring R itself, and that if R does not have an identity element we also 
include the ring (1 ~--. e) R(1 e) where e rm pi -!- e, $ ... + e, .) It suffices 
to show that each eiRe, is finite-dimensional over its center, since then R will 
be (finite-dimensional) simple and Theorem A may be used to complete the 
proof. Therefore, we may assume without loss of generality that R contains no 
symmetric idempotent e, e +~ 0, e /- 1. 
Case I. Suppose there is an a ;t 0 E R for which rr*a 0. By 
Theorem B there is a b E UK such that h’ 6 0. Letf .= 0 be the multilinear 
identity of degree n satisfied by S. For si , .v2 ,..., .liiL1 E R we have 
0 = f(br, + x*,b* ,..., bs,, + x*,b*) b+ 1 = f(bx, ,..., bqJ bx,,m, 
and so bR (and similarly Rb*) satisfies a polynomial identity over C. It 
follows that B = bRb satisfies a polynomial identity of C. By Lemma 1, 
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B is primitive and hence, by Theorem C, is finite-dimensional over its 
center. In particular B has an identity element U, where y E bRb and, again 
using I,emma 1, (23 -- u)” =- 0. From this one finds an idempotent 
e : +(u) =: bx. e + 0 since u is not nilpotent, and e # 1 since U*U :~- 0. 
\Vc may now invoke Theorem C again to assert that eRe is finite-dimensional 
over its center. Furthermore, we know e := e* .~ ee* is a nonzero svmmetric 
idcmpotent since e*e ~- 0, and, accordingly, e + e* - ee* -- 1. It follows 
that (I - e) e* = 1 ~~ e. and so 1 -- e E Rb*. A repetition of the above 
argument shows that (1 - e) R(1 --- ) e is I l’k ewise finite-dimensional over its 
center, and therefore R is finite-dimensional over its center. 
Ckse 2. We now suppose uxn :: 0 implies a = 0 for all a E R. If R 
is a division ring then hv Theorem .4 we are finished, and so wc mav assume 
that R is not a division ring. R is then a dense ring of linear transformations 
of a vector space V over a division ring I), with [I’ : D] > 2. Choose any two 
independent vectors w and zc in 1. and an sin R such that U,X -7 0 but ‘WY f 0, 
Setting a = xv* E S, we have a 1: 0. n” + 0, and vn = 0. For s1 , S, . . . . . s,, E S, 
0 = f(S1 , as$? )..., ns,a) = s,y(as,a )..., as,,a) $- h(s, ) as,a )...) as,a), 
where Iz E uR. Replacing or by sn -~ as and by ka ~~ ak, K E K, \ze obtain 
sag E aR and Rag E aR. %nce R = S t K we have shown that Raq c aR. 
Now Vaq = vRaq C vaR = 0. whence aq = 0. By Lemma 1, B aRaIN 
is a primitive ring, with -\ J =: 0. It is easv to see that N* : -I-, and, ac- 
cordingly, that * induces an involution in B, with the symmetric elements 
being aSa,‘X. 4n immediate consequence of aq = 0 is q(as,a,..., as,a) EN, L- 
that is, q(as,a,..., as,n) .-.m 0 in R. Bv the induction assumption B is finitc- 
dimensional over its center and so contains an identity element U, where 
ZI = nsa and (u” ~- u)” = 0. rls we have seen before this guarantees the 
existence of a nonzero symmetric idempotent of the form e = 0~. Since 
ea == 0, e + I, and so we have contradicted our assumption concerning 
nontrivial symmetric idempotents in R. 
To see the last statement. w-e consider R @z F z F, , where F is a maximal 
subfield of R, and k2 5: 41” (according to Theorem A). By Theorem E 
R @),F satisfies a standard identity of degree 2k, and therefore R satisfies a 
standard identity of degree d -- 2k *-’ 411. 
3. SEMISIMPLE RINGS 
\ve first recall some definitions from [7]. Let R be a ring with involution *. 
An ideal ;2 of R is a *-ideal if =1* = A. If A is a *-ideal of R then R/A is 
again a ring with involution. A right R-module M is said to be *-faithful if, 
for .Y E R, ‘M’x =:- iVx* = 0 implies .I 0. R is then called *-primitive if 
there exists an irreducible right R-module lvhich is *-faithful. The above 
notions and their implications carrv over in the usual \vay in case lve wish 
to consider R to be an algebra with involution over a field 1;. 
We may now state, as our next result, Theorem 8 of [7], referring the 
reader to [7] for the details of the proof. 
THEOREYI 2. Let R be u * -primitive algebra ozler a jield F such that R is 
not a primitive algebra. Suppose S satisfies a polynomiul identity of degree n 
ovev F. Then R = A @A*, where =Z (and hence -iI*) is an ideal zchich is a 
simple algebra of dimension at most &4 or’er its center. Furthermore, R satis$es 
a standard identity of degree at most II. 
Theorem 3 of [7] states that every semisimple ring R with involution * is 
a subdirect sum of *-primitive rings R, . The symmetric elements of R, are, 
of course. just the images of S under the homomorphism R ---f R,? . If now R 
is a semi-simple algebra with involution over a field F such that S satisfies 
a polynomial identity of degree II over P, then Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 
tell us that each R, satisfies a standard identity of degree at most 4n. From 
this follow easily 
THEOREMS 3. Let R be a semisimple akebra with involution over a field F. 
If S satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n oz’er F, then R satisfies a standard 
identity of degree at most 4n. 
\Ve next suppose that R is an algebra \vith involution * over a field, 
containing no nonzero nil ideals, and such that ,S satisfies a polynomial 
identity of degree n over F. By Theorem F the polynomial ring R[t], where 
t is an indeterminate commuting with the elements of R. is a semi-simple 
algebra over F. An involution may be defined in R[t] according to 
(UP)* m= a*ti, a E R, and it is clear that the symmetric elements of R[t] are 
the set S’[t]. Since S’[t] satisfies the same multilinear identity as does S, WC 
see by Theorem 3 that R[t], and in particular R, satisfies a standard identitv 
of degree at most 4n. We have therefore proved 
'I'HEOREJI 4. Let R be an algebra with inz!olution * over a$eldF such that R 
contains HO nonzero nil ideals. If S satisjies a polynomial identity of degree n 
over F, then R satisjes a standard identitzg of degree at most 4n. 
IJet R be a prime ring with involution *. The centroid C of R is a commu- 
tative integral domain with I such that cs map 0 implies c = 0 or ,Y .- 0, 
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c E C, .x E R. An involution c + c is induced in C by defining: cs 7: (cx*)*, 
x E R. The involution * is of the first kind if c - c is the identity mapping 
and is of the second kind if there is a c # 0 E C such that P ~~ --c. The 
following lemma will enable us to restrict our attention to involutions of the 
first kind. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a prime ring with involution * of the second kind. If S 
satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n over the centroid C”:, then R satisfies 
the same polynomial identity. 
Proof. Let f(tl , t, ,..., t,J = 0 be the multilinear identity over C of 
degree n satisfied by S. For x E R, write ax ~2 s ]~- k, s E S, k E K, and choose 
c f 0 E C such that c = -c. ck E S since (ck)* = -(ck”)* = -(ck) -= ck. 
It follows that 2f(x, s2 ,..., s,) = f(kc, s2 ,..., s,) -= 0, whencef(x, s, ,..., sTl) = 0. 
A continuation of this argument yields f(q , x2 ,..., s,,) = 0 for all 
x1 , .x2 ,..., s, E R. 
Before proceeding to the main theorem on prime rings we require two 
lemmas. 
hvfM.4 3. Let R be a prime ring, and let a be an element of R such that 
a2 # 0. Set B = aRa, N = {x E B 1 axa = Oj, and B := B/h:. Then 
B.YB = 0 and B is a prime riq. 
Proof. It is easy to check that N is an ideal of B such that BIVB = 0. 
If B = N, then (aRa2) R(a2Ra) = 0, contradicting a2 + 0 and the primeness 
of R. Therefore B # 0. Finally, suppose (axa)(aRa)(aya) C N for some 
s, 3’ E R. Then [a(axa) a] R[a(axa) a] = 0. S ince R is prime we may suppose 
that a(axa) a = 0, that is, asa E N. Hence B is prime. 
A ring R C Q is a left order in Q if every regular element in R is invertible 
in v and every element of Q is of the form a-%, a, b E R, u regular in R. 
hMMA 4. Let R be a ying with involution * which is a left ordeer in a ring 0. 
Then R is a right order in Q, and Q has an involution given by (a-lb)* : 
b*(a*)pl. 
Proof. Let x = a~% EQ and write n : a,,*, b = b,*. b,,a,,-1 may he 
written a,-‘b, . whence a,b, = b,a, , ha,* m: ab,*, and finally n-1(, = 
b,*(a,*)-l. Hence R is a right order in Q. Next suppose a, -lb, = u,plb, . 
There exist regular elements cr and C~ in R such that c,a, = c1a2 and 
c2b, == cIb2 . Applying the involution to these two equations, one is led to 
b,*(a,*)-l = b,*(a,*)p’, and so the mapping in Q is well-defined. We omit 
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the straightforward details necessary for showing that the mapping in ‘;, 
actually is an involution. 
THEOREM 5. Let R be a prime r&g with irzvolution *, and suppose that s 
satisjies a polynomial identity of degree n oveq the centroid C qf R. Then R is 
both a ltft aud right order in a simple ring Q uith involution which is of dimension 
at most 411” over its center. Furthermore, R satisfies a standard identity of degree 
at most 4~. 
Proof. Suppose first that the involution * is of the first kind. Let F be the 
field of quotients of C and form the ring .i .= R oc F. This is a prime 
algebra over F with involution defined according to: (a @A)* =.- a* @j A, 
h EF, a E R. T = S @cF constitutes the symmetric elements of A and 
satisfies the same multilinear identity f of degree n as does S. 
Suppose there is a nonzero nil ideal I in A. If, for all a E 1, a*a = 0 implies 
a 0, consider any s f 0 ~1. Then b -:- x*x # 0, b’ f 0, and in fact 
bk + 0 for every k, a contradiction to the fact that I is nil. Therefore there 
exists an element a f- 0 ~1 such that a*a = 0. Choose b = ax such that 
b2 + 0. This is possible by Theorem B and the primeness of -1. However, 
b*b :- 0, since a*a = 0. From this it follows that 
0 = f(6.q + x,b* ,..., bq, + xqL*b*) bx,+, = f(bx, ,.,., bx,) bx,? 1 
for all .~i , sa ,..., 2i7ri i E -4. Hence bd and, in particular, bdb satisfies .r 
polynomial identity over F. By Lemma 3 B = bAb/N is a prime ring. 
Theorem G then says that B is a left order in a finite-dimensional simple 
algebra. But this is not possible in view of the fact B is nil (since B C 1) and 
cannot have any regular elements. We thus conclude that i-1 contains no 
nonzero nil ideals. 
Therefore, by Theorem 4, A (and hence R) satisfies a standard identity of 
degree at most 4n, in case the involution * of R is of the first kind. If the 
involution L of R is of the second kind we have already seen (Lemma 2) 
that R satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n. In any case let d < 4n be 
the degree of the polynomial identity of minimal degree satisfied by R over c’. 
By Theorem G, R is a left and right order in a simple ring Q which is of 
dimension m2 over its center Z and which satisfies the same polynomial 
identity as does R. But, as u-e essentially noted at the end of the proof of 
Theorem 1, the minimal polynomial identity satisfied by Q is, by Theorem E, 
the standard identity of degree 2m. Hence d = 2m and R itself satisfies a 
standard identity of degree d ,( 4n. We obtain also from d = 2m < 4n 
that m2 4na, and so Q is of dimension at most 4n2 over its center. That Q 
has an involution follows from Lemma 4. 
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5. SEMIPRIME RINGS 
Let R be a ring with involution *. We shall say that R is a *-prime ring if 
JB = 0 implies A = 0 or B = 0 for all *-ideals A and B of R. An ideal 
Q will be called a *-prime ideal if Q is a *-ideal and R/Q is a *-prime ring. 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a ring with involution *. 0 is a *-prime ideal of R if 
and only if 8 = P n P* for some prime ideal P of R. 
Proof. Let 0 = P n P*, P a prime ideal, and suppose &AB Cs 0, where A 
and B are *-ideals. In particular, AB C P and wse may assume that rl C P. 
Then .4 = A* C P*, and so A C P n P* = 0. Therefore 0 is a *-prime 
ideal. 
vow suppose that Q is a *-prime ideal. We may assume that Q is not a 
prime ideal. Then there exist ideals B and B such that .gB CQ but rl > Q 
and B > Q (where > means proper inclusion). .q n .1* and B n B* are 
*-ideals, (A CI A*)(B n B*) C AB C Q, and so we may assume that 
-4 n A * C Q. What we have, then, is /Z A *4 * _ Q and -4 ;> Q. A straight- 
forward application of Zorn’s Lemma guarantees the existence of an ideal P 
which is maximal with respect to the property that P n P* = Q and P I Q. 
Suppose first that W* C P for some ideal W > P. Then (W*y2 C P* and 
(II’ n VJV*)~ C P n P* = Q. Then VV n T/V* = Q since Q is *-prime, a 
contradiction to the maximality of P. Next suppose UV C P, where U ’ . P 
and V7 > P (and hence I?‘* > P* and T’* > P*). By the preceding obser- 
vation VU C P since (VU)2 C P. Thus U*V* 5 P and so (ZJ n U*) 
(I. n I?*) C UV n U* V* C Q. We may then assume that U n Ii’* C Q and 
hence U n U* = Q, again contradicting the maximality of P. We conclude 
that P must be a prime ideal. 
Let R be any ring and denote by L the Baer lower nil radical of R. L is 
characterized as the intersection of the prime ideals of R. R is semiprime if 
I, = 0. Also R is semi-prime if and only if it contains no non-zero nilpotent 
ideals. As a consequence of Theorem 6 we have 
COROLLARY. If R is a ring with involution *, then L is a *-ideal and is the 
intersection of the *-prime ideals of R. In particular, every semiprime ring R 
with involution * is a subdirect sum of *-prime rings R, . 
THEOREM 7. Let R be a * -prime algebra over a field F such that R is not 
prime. If S satisfies a polynomial identity of degree n over F, then R satisfies 
a standard identity of degree at most 4n. 
Proof. By Theorem 6 there is a prime ideal P # 0 such that P n P* = 0. 
Suppose that R contains a nil ideal I # 0. We may assume that Z $ P* and 
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that I ; P*/P* is a nonzero nil ideal of the prime ring R/P*. Iff = 0 is the 
multilinear identity of degree n satisfied by S we see that 
0 = f(xl 1 x1* )...) x,, -1 32,“) xrt+l = f(x, , x2 )...) s,,) xnL1 
for all ,x1 , x2 ,..., ,~,,~~i E P, since P n P* - 0. It follows that 1’ A P*:‘f’* 
satisfies a polynomial identity. Being a nonzero ideal of a prime ring, the 
ideal (I j P*jP*)(P t P*/P*)’ ‘t If is i se a nil prime ring satisfying a polynomial 
identity. But as we have seen earlier this is a contradiction to Theorem G. 
Therefore R contains no nonzero nil ideals. The conclusion then follows 
from Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5, the corollary of Theorem 6, and Theorem 7 combine to yield 
the main result of our paper. 
'I‘HE~REM 8. Let R be an algebra with involution over a field F such that R 
contains no nonze~~o nilpotent ideals. Suppose S satisjies a polynomial identity 
of degree n over F. Then R satisfies a standard identity of degree at most 4n. 
In conclusion, we raise a natural open question: if R is an arbitrary algebra 
with involution such that S satisfies a polynomial identity, does R itself 
satisfy a polynomial identity ? In view of Theorem 8 one may assume that R 
is its own lower nil radical. 
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